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ABSTRACT
Many consumer reviews of different products are now available on the Internet. Consumer reviews are vital for
both firms and users. Reviews contain opinions on various aspects of a product which is helpful for future buyers.
Few aspects are more vital than the others, and have more prominent effect on the consequent purchasers'
preference of purchasing an item and firms’ strategy to make enhancements in that item and increase sale of that
item. Differentiating vital aspects of an item can improve the ease of using various reviews and is helpful for
consumers and firms. However, the reviews are often muddled, leading to problems in recognizing important
aspects and fetching knowledge from it. This paper surveys product aspect identification and ranking frameworks,
which tries to automatically identify the important aspects of products from online consumer reviews and rank
them according to some specified criteria, with aim of improving the usability of the numerous reviews.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have observed the promptly expanding e-trade. A huge number of items from diverse traders have been
presented on the web for purchase. Most retail websites allows consumers to write reviews to articulate their
expressions on different aspects of the items. Many customers look for the existing reviews of the item before
purchasing it.Numerous organizations employ online reviews as significant participations in their item enhancement,
endorsing, and customer affiliation management. Flipkart, an Indian e-commerce site has more than 30 million
products across 70 plus categories [1]. Similarly Snapdeal offers more than 12 million items [2]. Reviews are
important for sellers as well as consumers.
A product can have number of aspects. An aspect can be described as highlighting property in written works. Fig.1
shows various aspects of iphone 3GS [3]. Aspects of an item have the accompanying qualities:
• Most customers mentions and remarks similar aspects in their reviews and
• Lot of influence is there on sale of a product by positive or negative expressions of a particular aspect in
consumer reviews.

Fig. 1 Aspects of iPhone 3GS [1]
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Few aspects are more vital than the others, and have more prominent effect on the consequent purchasers' preference
of purchasing an item and firms’ strategy to make enhancements in that item and increase sale of that item. For
example, Moto G3 has many aspects such as ‘Water resistance’, ‘Performance’, ‘battery’, ‘4G’, ‘Corning Gorilla
glass 3’, ‘Dual sim’ etc [4]. Amongst them ‘performance’ and ‘battery’ are more significant and are generally talked
about by customers than that of ‘water resistance’ and ‘gorilla glass’. Fig.2 shows a sample review of Moto G3
where black underlined text shows aspects and qualities of it.
Differentiating vital aspects of an item can improve the ease of using various reviews and is helpful for consumers
and firms. First of all it is unfeasible for individuals to physically recognize the vital aspects of items from various
reviews. On the other hand customers can favourably pay attention on important aspects so as to acquire choice
more efficiently in lesser efforts, while firms can concentrate on enhancing these features and in this manner
upgrade item aspects considerably. Hence, a way to deal with critical aspects recognition is remarkably required.

Fig. 2 An example review of Moto G3

Huge number of ratings and reviews are given by different kinds of customers on different e-commerce sites. For
example, 10075 customers have given ratings to Moto G3 and amongst them 3963 have given reviews about it on
Flipkart.com [1]. Similarly 879 customers have given ratings to Apple Mac Book Pro and have given an average
rating of 4.5/5 to it on Amazon[5]. Different e-commerce sites from which reviews can be extracted are
Flipkart.com, Snapdeal.com, Amazon.com, Paytm.com, indiatimes.com etc. From this enormous number of reviews
from these sites, quality information can be fetched for the benefits of customers as well as firms.
A most basic method is to find out the frequency of reviewed aspects. A customers’ feeling on a particular aspect
neither show their feeling on the complete product nor influence the choice of him to purchase it For example, most
customers may complain about bad ‘battery’ of Moto G3, but then also they may give Moto G3 a high overall
rating. So, the direct frequency method is not a suitable solution. On the other hand, a different technique to utilize
the impact of buyers' reviews on particular aspects over their general appraisals on the item is to count the situations
where their sentiments on particular aspects and their ratings are steady and at that point outline the aspects by
utilizing the quantity of the steady cases. This technique expects that an overall rating has been got from the
particular feelings of customer on specific aspects of the item. But this method can't correctly portray the
relationship between's the particular aspect and the rating given. Hence, a new aspect ranking mechanism is required
to infer the importance of item’s aspects.
In this paper we have illustrated the literature survey of different aspect identification, sentiment analysis and aspect
ranking mechanisms in next session. In section ahead of that their conceptual analysis which compares different
systems and represents their merits and demerits is presented.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Jeyapriya and Selvi [6] proposed a supervised learning algorithm. They devised that Opinion mining, also called as
sentiment analysis engages in constructing a method to collect and inspect opinions about the product prepared in
reviews or tweets, comments, blog posts on the web. It performs fine-grained analysis and unswervingly seems at
the opinion in online reviews. It is exercised to dig out most significant aspects of a product and to predict the
orientation of every aspect from the product reviews. In their proposed system the nouns and noun phrases are taken
out from each review sentence. They used minimum support threshold to discover all recurrent aspects for the
specified review verdicts. They utilized Naive Bayesian algorithm using supervised term counting based approach to
recognize whether sentence is positive or negative opinioned and also identifies the number of positive and negative
opinion of each mined aspect. The count of positive and negative opinions in reviews sentences are then estimated
by them.
Chinsha and Joseph [7] proposed a Syntactic Approach. They deduced that it is practically unfeasible to examine
and extract opinions from huge number of reviews manually. To crack this trouble an automated opinion mining
approach is desired. Their proposed system forms a novel diverse syntactic approach to aspect level opinion mining,
which employs aspect dictionary, SentiWordNet, Dependency parsing, adverb adjective, adverb verb combinations,
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adjectives and adverbs jointly for opinion mining procedure with automatic acquisition of aspects. Polarity of
opinions i.e. positivity or negativity of an aspect is find out by means of this aspect based visual abstract can be
formed, which demonstrates positivness and negativeness of every aspect from entirety reviews.
Hai et al [8] proposed intrinsic and extrinsic approach. They proposed a new method to discover opinion
characteristics from online reviews by utilizing the dissimilarities in opinion characteristic figures across two
corpora, one domain-specific corpus and one domain-independent corpus.
Xia et al [9] proposed a model called dual sentiment analysis (DSA), to address Bag of Words (BOW) Methods’
problem for sentiment classification. They first projected a spanking new data expansion system by forming a
sentiment-reversed review for every training and test review. On the base of this, they proposed a dual training
algorithm to construct original and reversed training reviews in pairs for educating a sentiment classifier, and a dual
prediction algorithm to categorize the test reviews by bearing in mind two faces of one review. They also expanded
the DSA framework from polarity classification to 3-class classification, by considering the neutral reviews. Finally,
they created a corpus-based method to build a pseudo-antonym dictionary, which eliminated DSA’s dependency on
an external antonym dictionary for reversing the review.
Yu et al [10] proposed an aspect ranking. They presented an algorithm to discover the vital aspects of a product
from online consumer reviews. Their assumption is that the vital aspects of a product should be the aspects that are
recurrently remarked by consumers and consumers’ opinions on the significant aspects extensively influences their
overall opinions on the product. Based on this assumption, they built up an aspect ranking algorithm to find out the
important aspects by concurrently taking into consideration the aspect frequency and the influence of consumers’
opinions given to every aspect on their in general opinions.
Schouten and Frasincar [11] surveyed on Aspect-Level Sentiment Analysis. They examined that aspect-level
sentiment analysis acquiesces very fine grained sentiment information which can be valuable for applications in a
variety of fields. The foremost objective of opinion mining is to find out the opinions of a group of people
concerning some subject. The term ‘sentiment analysis’ appears from the natural language processing field and the
focus lies on finding out the sentiment articulated in text. Opinion is the contrary of a fact. Hence, Statements
articulating an opinion are subjective, while factual statements are objective. Sentiment is intimately
linked to attitude and emotion, used to express an assessment of the subject under discussion.
Hu et al [12] analyzed role of different sentiment classifiers. In that they studied different classifiers for aspect
recognition from untagged free-form customer reviews. They revealed that if researcher can recognize which
sentences match up to what aspects, then it turns out to be moderately effortless work to create opinionated abstracts
for these aspects.
Table -1 Conceptual Analysis
Parameter

Supervised learning
algorithm[6]

Syntactic
approach[7]

Intrinsic and extrinsic
domain relevance[8]

Dual sentiment
analysis[9]

Aspect ranking: Identifying
important aspects[10]

Working

Nouns and noun,
Minimum support
threshold, Naïve
Bayesian algorithm.

Syntactic
dependency,
aggregate score of
opinion words,
SentiWordNet and
aspect table.

Syntactic dependence
rules, domain relevance
Scores and
candidate features.

A dual training (DT)
algorithm
and a dual prediction
(DP) algorithm.

Shallow dependency
Parser, Sentiment classifier.
Aspect ranking algorithm.

Data
collection

Customer review
dataset

Review database
and SentiWordNet

Text reviews collected
from a major Chinese
forum website

Four English datasets
and two Chinese datasets
for polarity classification
and three datasets of
reviews.

Consumer reviews on 11
products in 4 domains from
cnet.com, viewpoints.com,
reevoo.com and gsmarena.com

Merits

Identifies
the number of positive
and negative opinions
of each aspect with a
good accuracy.

A new different
syntactic approach
to aspect level
opinion mining is
derived which
achieved good
performance.

Proposed IEDR leads to
noticeable improvement
over either IDR or EDR.

Extended the DSA
algorithm to DSA3,
which could deal with 3class i.e. positivenegative-neutral.

Developed an aspect ranking
algorithm to identify the
important aspects by
simultaneously considering the
aspect frequency and the their
influence on consumer s’
opinions.

Demerits

Summarization of
aspects based on the
relative importance of
the extracted aspect is
not done.

SentiWordNet score
is not avoided and
unsupervised
approach is not
considered.

Fine-grained topic
modeling approach to
jointly identify opinion
features is not done.

Complex polarity shift
patterns such as
transitional, subjunctive
and sentimentinconsistent sentences
are not considered.

Support for other type of
applications is not applied.
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CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS
Supervised learning algorithm [6] has advantage as it identifies the number of positive and negative opinions of each
aspect with a good accuracy. Their system has disadvantage that they have not summarized the aspects based on
relative importance. Syntactic approach [7] has proposed an advantageous syntactic approach for aspect level
opinion mining with good performance. It has disadvantage that they have not avoided the use of SentiWordNet and
also not considered the unsupervised approach.
Intrinsic and extrinsic domain relevance system [8] has advantage that it’s proposed IEDR has noticeable
performance improvements over IDR and EDR. Their system has disadvantage that they have not considered fine
grained topic modelling. Dual sentiment analysis [9] has advantage that it has dealt with neutral class in extension
to positive and negative classes. It has disadvantage that it hasn’t considered complex polarity shift patterns.
Aspect ranking system [10] has advantage that it has considered aspect frequency and their influence on consumers’
opinions. Their system has disadvantage that they have not checked and applied the support of it for other diverse
range of applications. Table -1 shows the conceptual study of various systems discussed above.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have surveyed many reference papers related to sentiment analysis, aspect identification and
ranking. Sentiment analysis is mainly used to recognize the overall positive or negative feelings of consumers on
products. Aspect identification is used to find out different key aspects from the given review mostly present in free
text format. Aspect ranking mechanisms ranks the identified aspects according to some criteria devised in developed
algorithms.
The existing systems have disadvantages that the reviews are muddled and they are not able to identify the truly
important aspects of products which may lead to decrease in efficiency of usability of reviews they have. In order to
overcome these disadvantages, the aspect ranking mechanisms develops various algorithms to determine the
importance of various aspects In future novel aspect identification and ranking algorithms can be derived which can
have lesser time complexity than that of existing systems. Also including the count of total positive and negative
reviews in the derived algorithm may also increase the efficiency of algorithms.
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